ARTIST STATEMENT AND BIOGRAPHY
Coming from an environment where most people strongly
believe in ancestral bondage, Kutlwano Monyai therefore
explores this bondage within her own family through spiritual,
economic, aesthetic, and terrestrial connections. Connections
that often reflect on lived experiences, revealing abstract
nuanced relationships that narrate stories about her maternal
and paternal lineages. She is internally driven by dreams, and
takes the oral, visual, and written methodologies of
interpreting them; that she was taught by her maternal lineage
into her practice. These methods of interpretation provide
support when diving into memories through objects and
materials that are regularly used in places she occupies.
In recent bodies of works, Monyai continues to bring light into
her historical and present maternal experiences by using
familiar plastic materials. Revealing experiences that leans
towards how she was economically, aesthetically, and
environmentally raised. She is re-imagining and re-creating
objects that her maternal lineage used to make with plastic by
crocheting. Using similar techniques and varying patterns from
abstract, but traditional imagery that they used to possess in
their works. Through her experimental processes she has
adopted other weaving techniques.
Monyai has over the years mastered her procedures of painting
which germinated from the obsession of maps and is currently
manipulating and interpreting her recent crocheting and
weaving process by contouring figures, landscapes and
abstract patterns allowing her to build tapestries and sculptural
kinds of imaginings. This body of work does not only pay
homage to the women who came before her who were
perforated by adversities, but also aims to display the
exquisiteness of making something out of the bare minimum
while on the other hand displaying the maternal acts of
communicating maintenance, love, care, and determination for
themselves to better their living spaces and experiences.
Kutlwano Monyai (b. 1996) is an artist, art researcher and a
freelance writer. She was born in Limpopo, but now resides in
Johannesburg. In 2018, she acquired her degree in Fine and
Applied Arts at the Tshwane University of Technology, she is
now currently competing her Post Graduate diploma in Fine
and Applied Arts at the university.
Kutlwano has been part of several group exhibitions and local
art fairs, which include GenXis group Exhibition, 2018 and
KASRP exhibition in 2019. In 2021, she exhibited with Candice
Berman Gallery in a show titled Mapped Diaries as well as the
Summer Salon 30th Anniversary exhibition at the Bag Factory.
Kutlwano was awarded the Young Woman Studio Residency
(YWSR) at the Bag Factory at the end of 2021 and will
complete the residency at the end of 2022.
In 2022, Kutlwano was announced as one of the top 40
designers in the Design Indaba X emerging creative class. She
is also a facilitator at the Javett Art Centre.
At the Beginning of the year, she joined The New Vanguard, a
mentorship programme with Berman Contemporary and
exhibited in a group exhibition titled, BREAKING THE MOULD
at the gallery. She is now a represented artist of Berman
Contemporary.
Instagram: @angela_monyai
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ARTIST RESUME
Group Exhibitions
2022
#ARTladies, curator Gcotyelwa Mashiqa, Berman Contemporary, Johannesburg
2022
BREAKING THE MOULD, curated by Els van Mourik, Berman Contemporary, Johannesburg
2021
Summer Salon 30th Anniversary exhibition, Bag Factory, Johannesburg, South Africa
2021
Mapped Diaries, Candice Berman Gallery, Johannesburg, South Africa
2021
The threads that bind us at, The viewing room art gallery, South Africa
2020
Reflections, The viewing room gallery, South Africa
2020
On a good day, Johann Van Heerden art gallery, South Africa
2019
KASRP, Pretoria Art Museum, Pretoria, South Africa
2019
Turbine art fair under “UNTITLD”, Johannesburg, South Africa
2019
Genesis X’hibition at BKhz, Johannesburg, South Africa
2018
Interpreting the intangible at Victoria yards- Joburg Fringe, Johannesburg, South Africa
2018
The Unexpected, The viewing room gallery, South Africa
2018
Genesis X’hibition, Pretoria Art Museum, Pretoria, South Africa
2017
Abstraction through figuration, Art Lovers gallery, Pretoria, South Africa
2016
Hybrid culture, Tut Art gallery (23 September 2016), South Africa
2016
Top 100 Thami Mnyele Fine Arts Awards (24 September 2016), South Africa
Art Fairs
2022
2019
2021

Investec Cape Town Art Fair, The Bag Factory, Cape Town
Turbine art fair with “UNTITLD”, Johannesburg, South Africa
Turbine art fair, ASAP 21 with Candice Berman gallery.

Publications
2022
On the Map, Kutlwano Angela Monyai uses paint, crochet and fabric to embody the Black female
experience, Design Indaba, March 2022
2022
Announcing Design Indaba’s Emerging Creatives Class of 2022, Design Indaba, January 2022
2021
Kutlwano Monyai – Young Womxn Studio Bursary, Bag Factory, October 2021
2021
Meet the 2021 Bag Factory Young Womxn Studio Bursary Award winners, Creative feel, September 2021
2019
Artists Kutlwano Monyai and Mbhoni Khosa in Tandem at Pretoria Art Museum, De Beer Necessities,
November 2019
Video
2021
Artist Kutlwano Monyai tells us about her career and latest accolade. You Tube. SABC News.
2021
Momentum Science of Success 2021. Facebook/Instagram
Awards
2016

Thami Mnyele Awards, Top 100.

Residencies
2021
Young Womxn Studio Residency Award- Bag Factory -Johannesburg
2021
MAPSA (Modern Arts Projects South Africa)- Northern Cape
2019
Kopanong Art Studio Residency Programme- Pretoria Arts Museum
Education
2019
2017
2015

Radio Art Presenter, Capital Live S.A.
Education Assistant, Pretoria Art Museum
Tshwane University of Technology - degree in Fine and Applied Arts.
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LEGAE (A HOME) | 2022
Legae is a series that engages about the anecdotes from home, the everyday encounters with ordinary objects and
regular activities that our bodies participate in. My interest with this series was to create a home for myself by using
the same materials used by my maternal beings. Walking through the lineage with acquired knowledge to build a
home for myself. A home as a two-way stream; seeing the body as my home and the space that the body occupies.
Legae is meant to be a vigorous place and a place with light, but when the opposite is experienced; it is still a home.
It is about what I do for this home, how I nurture it and enhance it, how I clean it and maintain it for it to keep
standing.
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Lefelo la Kgomotso (A place of comfort), 2022
Woven and braided plastic
134 x 102cm
Framed size: 158 x 124cm

Lefelo la Kgomotso it’s a reflection of a comfort place. Braided plastic woven into a plastic table cover; a cover that
is also used as a curtain. Working with these familiar items used in my home is an attempt to bring the subtle
hidden complexities involved when trying to build a home as I witness my mother do so daily. The transparency
and understating of the undergone experiences become clearer as I get older. The maternal acts of covering to
protect, of patching to beautify and setting up for comfort are the fundamental reference points in the process of
developing lefelo la kgomotso.
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Ka Motsotso o ke tla… (At this moment I will…), 2022
Woven and braided plastic
46 x 36cm
Framed size: 68 x 58cm
Ka motsotso o ke tla… (at this moment I will...). A conduit from the reflection of a comfort place, this artwork is an
emphasis to the notions of not worrying about tomorrow. A reflection of insufficiency of resources but an abundance of
determination that always yields results. This work reveals the vulnerability of being in that moment, a moment of
weary and uncertainty. The title, however, reveals the confidence, the will, and the assertion that follows in that
moment.
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Fragments of Self I, 2022
Woven and braided plastic
109 x 36cm
Framed size: 127 x 64 x 7cm

Fragments of Self II, 2022
Woven and braided plastic
109 x 36cm
Framed size: 127 x 64 x 7cm

A braiding technique that I always use when doing my hair is reflected in these works, holding the fragments of my
own experiences through the eyes of a daughter. The notions that learning is through seeing and deeds speaks
volumes. The process, methods and materials used in these works examines the abstract relationship between
myself, the acquired traditional knowledge from my maternal beings and the contemporary space that I occupy as a
black woman.
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RAISED ON A MAT | 2021 - 2022
This series of works spot the beginning of the visual tales of (wo)men from a standpoint of being raised and
fragments of bringing up within her family. Monyai is crocheting and mapping figures in this body of work in the
expression of the juxtaposition between the constructive and detrimental experiences that affect her physically,
emotionally, and mentally. Manipulating the forms of the tapestries to create protruding silhouettes in abstracted
and patterned surfaces speaks to the constant act of “putting things together”, to not fall apart. Taking the process
as a meditative act and a pool of escapism. She created a sense of utopia in her childhood and would delve into
making carpets out of plastic with her maternal beings. This was an aesthetic phenomenon. This series Re-imagines
those lived experiences and breathes nostalgia.
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Your shoulders are bare, 2022
Plastic tapestry
64 x 46 x 20 cm
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ARTIST RESUME
Solo Exhibitions
2022
Reimagining Albus, Constitution Hill, Johannesburg
Group Exhibitions
2021
Trail & Error, Art and Collect Gallery 37, Johannesburg
2018
Annual art exhibition , Ann Bryant Gallery, East London
2018
Finding Albus: Reframing the representation of people living with Albinism , Ann Bryant Gallery,
East London
Publications
2022
2022
2021
2018
2018
2018
2017
2017
Education
2017
2018
2022

Athenkosi Kwinana, Reimagining Albus, African Contemporary Art, 2022
Athenkosi Kwinana: MA Fine Art 2019-2021, Youtube, Janurary 2022
Athenkosi Kwinana: Amotion, Exploring Visual Cultures, 2021
Museveni wobugcisa eMpuma koloni, I’SOLEZWE, November 2018
Finding Albus: Reframing the representation of people living with Albinism within the Eastern Cape’s
contemporary society (Available at the Applied Art Department of Walter Sisulu University)
Student’s Research revisits Albinism, GO! & Express, September 2018
KUTLWANO MONYAIhas defied the limits to her albinism, The Blog Spot, October 2017
EXCELLING IN ART WITH EYES WIDE SHUT, Wsu Ends Mandela Month At Sakhikamva High School,
November 2017

National Diploma in Fine Art, Walter Sisulu University - Eastern Cape
Bachelor of Technology in Fine Art, Walter Sisulu University - Eastern Cape
Masters of Technology in Fine Art, University of Johannesburg
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Kgetsana ya segopotso (A bag of remembrance), 2022
110 x 98 cm
Plastic
Surrounded by the presence of my maternal aura, influences by their ingenuity to employ intuition in anything that
they do. Kgetsana ya segopotso (a bag of remembrance) is a reminder to me, a reverence to the maternal lineage and
an archive of my home experiences. Made by the crochet method using plastic and hung on a steel hanger; Kgetsana
ya segopotso has taken shape of the bag of pegs from my home. Re-imagined and brought back to memory in a large
size, carrying kgetsana (body scrubs). A chemistry between “kgetsana” that carries and “kgetsana” that cleans both
used in a domestic space. This speaks to the love language and ritual act from home that can be easily overlooked.
Making and caring for the space and the body as an aesthetic and selfcare gesture, that has been silently and visually
communicated through my maternal generations.
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Serenity, 2022
Crochet plastic tapestry
Size (to be confirmed)
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Title: Bodies in Memory, 2022
Crochet plastic tapestry
116 X 81 cm
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Ndijonge I, 2021
Colour Pencil on Hahnemuhle Paper
80 x 130 cm
Ndijonge II, 2021
Colour Pencil on Hahnemuhle Paper
80 x 130 cm
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Berman Contemporary is rooted in the growing understanding
of the cultural richness and diversity of South African
contemporary art. The gallery’s collection centres on a vibrant
group of artists living and working in South Africa.
Through studio visits, the gallery establishes connections to artists
from all walks of life whose unique artistic processes celebrate
their historical and cultural heritage and give voice to their complex societal
realities, evoking an active and interpretative experience for the
viewer.
Berman Contemporary was established to promote the work
created by these local artists. The gallery further aims to
establish a synergistic network between South African artists and
their global contemporaries, many of whom evidently want to
engage with the current South African art scene – not only as
observers, but as active analysts, experimenters and contributors
within this context and with this specific audience in mind
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